EEG Sensorimotor Correlates of Speed During Forearm Passive Movements.
Although passive movement therapy has been widely adopted to recover lost motor functions of impaired body parts, the underlying neural mechanisms are still unclear. In this context, fully understanding how the proprioceptive input modulates the brain activity may provide valuable insights. Specifically, it has not been investigated how the speed of motions, passively guided by a haptic device, affects the sensorimotor rhythms (SMR). On the grounds that faster passive motions elicit larger quantity of afferent input, we hypothesize a proportional relationship between localized SMR features and passive movement speed. To address this hypothesis, we conducted an experiment where healthy subjects received passive forearm oscillations at different speed levels while their electroencephalogram was recorded. The mu and beta event related desynchronization (ERD) and beta rebound of both left and right sensorimotor areas are analyzed by linear mixed-effects models. Results indicate that passive movement speed is correlated with the contralateral beta rebound and ipsilateral mu ERD. The former has been previously linked with the processing of proprioceptive afferent input quantity, while the latter with speed-dependent inhibitory processes. This suggests the existence of functionally-distinct frequency-specific neuronal populations associated with passive movements. In future, our findings may guide the design of novel rehabilitation paradigms.